
CRCA Fleet racing at SMSA 

 

SMSA Members, I have proposed to our BOD that we consider a modification to our 2021 Keelboat 
racing program.  We discussed the proposal at a Keelboat planning session on Feb 20, 2021, and I 
received a lot of good feedback in the discussion, so I would like to summarize the proposal here.  I 
know that the BOD team is looking at some sort of survey to gauge interest in this proposal. 

 

So, the proposal is to take the traditional NonSPin starts at our events and convert them to a CRCA 
(Chesapeake Racer Cruiser Association) fleet start.  SMSA racing members would then have the choice 
to race in the PHRF Spin fleet, or the CRCA Fleet.  The CRCA Fleet would utilize the ORA-1 VPP 
handicapping system that is being used in CRCA racing.  It would also allow for Spin and NonSpin racing 
in the same start.  The ORA-1 VPP has a very robust handicapping of boats and has demonstrated the 
ability to support mixed fleets.  Additional changes would be made to the Sis for the season to allow for 
this start to have a different course than the traditional W/L course for the PHRF fleet.  The intent would 
be to start the CRCA fleet first, have a pause to rest the course, and then start the PHRF Spin Fleet.  The 
RCs would be encouraged to consider courses that are friendlier to cruisers.   

 

Handicaps ratings for the CRCA fleet in 2021 would be free.  The ORA organization and CRCA have 
designated us as a “Development” Fleet for 2021 so that we can operate without additional costs for 
this evaluation.  The plan for the ORA-1 handicaps in the future is an offering of a 3-year cert for 
approximately $35.  The limitation for us will be that we are limited to the 2020 VPP data.  Those 
members wishing to get a 2021 official ORA-1 cert would have to pay the $35.  Our members are also 
requested to join CRCA.  A Participant level membership in CRCA is also Free.  For members that have an 
ORRez cert, that data can be subset to the ORA-1 level for our fleet.  

 

I am posting additional documents to the Keelboat racing page that include a detailed discussion of the 
history and current state of Handicap Racing in the US.  A preliminary ORA-1 handicap assignment  for 
the SMSA Fleet, and an example worksheet for scoring with the2020 Fall Frostbite results.   

 

I hope all of our members will consider this proposal, and I hope it will possibly encourage some past 
racer’s to return to the sport.   

 

Thanks,  

  James Whited  

     Southernn Maryland CRCA Fleet Captain 

 


